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Academic Stress Among Undergraduate Students
The moment young people arrive on college campuses and begin their lives as college students marks a significant milestone. College provides many young people with their first taste of independence, ...
The threat of anxiety and depression among college students
Those are the order of a student’s ... management of stress among students. High degree of stress could have negative impact on students’ learning capacity, academic performance, education ...
Students and stress management
It was 2020 that was supposed to be the year of the unknown — an unending, extended academic exercise almost every student, teacher and parent grappled with as best as they could. 2021 is panning out ...
A stretched academic year frustrates class XII students
For students to succeed, University of Minnesota instructors must be given the means to help them.
Is teaching at the U all that it should be?
the repeated delay in conduct of competitive exams is causing stress among students, say experts. Dinesh Paneri, academic mentor and managing partner at FITJEE, said, “The situation is not new ...
Repeated delay in exams causing stress among students: Experts
Students at the College of William and Mary (W&M) are speaking out about the administration’s response to academic and mental health concerns this semester. For both the spring ...
“You get laughed at”: W&M students frustrated over school’s response to mental health concerns
Get essential education news and commentary delivered straight to your inbox. Sign up here for The 74’s daily newsletter. As vaccine distribution picks up pace across the country and governors join ...
Make Student Mental Health Part of School Reopening Plans
Researchers at Weill Cornell Medicine-Qatar (WCM-Q) have found elevated levels of stress among students studying ... difficulty concentrating on academic work than students with lower stress ...
WCM-Q researchers investigate student stress at universities in Qatar
My school is giving too much work,” a 10th grader wrote during the pandemic. “At first, this was just a break from school, but now all I feel is stress, anxiety and pain.” ...
Teenagers Are Struggling, and It’s Not Just Lockdown
Only 15% of our students so far have come back. I'm glad I can praise at least a few of them in person for their accomplishments, and for showing up.
We're finally back to school after COVID-19 but it's complicated, confusing and strange
As the summer break approaches, the province is already planning for the next school year and how students can catch up after a difficult year of learning. On Thursday, Quebec’s education minister, ...
Quebec announces measures to help students catch up after COVID-19 disruptions
"One of the predominant reasons for cheating is stress," says Camilla J. Roberts, president of the International Center for Academic Integrity ... failed exam causes a student to flunk a class ...
How Cheating in College Hurts Students
The two separate studies were released on Sunday by the student counselling group Hok ... The Hok Yau Club study measured pupils’ stress levels ahead of Hong Kong’s university entrance exams ...
Stress among Hong Kong’s students and teachers has risen to worrying levels during the coronavirus pandemic, local groups say
Nursing students are 90% female, often mature-age students who are still expected to carry most of the housework and childcare load while they study. Something has to give.
My partner or my degree: a choice that exposes how students battle gender inequity
IIT Kanpur has announced glad tidings for students amid the Covid-19 cases surge. Considering the brutal second wave of coronavirus, the institute has taken several measures to reduce the stress of ...
IIT Kanpur Announces No Termination Policy, Waiver of Courses for Students Amid Covid-19
Beginning with the 2022 academic year, the Kyoto Prefectural Board of Education will require students entering public prefecturally administered high schools to purchase electronic tablets, expected ...
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Kyoto families angered by new policy forcing high school students to buy tablets at own expense
The University of New England will extend its test-blind policy for undergraduate ... among criteria for college acceptance. During the 2020-21 academic year, UNE’s test-blind policy significantly ...
UNE extends test-blind policy to 2021-22 academic year
(MENAFN - The Peninsula) Doha: Researchers at Weill Cornell Medicine-Qatar (WCM-Q) have found elevated levels of stress among students ... concentrating on academic work than students with lower ...
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